
“Unicorn Jazz” Paper Bag Puppet Do-It-Yourself 

 
Need another friend to join Woof the Crow and Bee happy 

on their adventures? You can have fun creating this paper bag puppet with step by step.  The 
character Unicorn Jazz is based on the book Unicorn Jazz available on Amazon and select 
Barnes & Noble stores. 
 
Please share with us & tag your bee projects on Instagram: @unicornjazzbrand #unicornjazz 
 
Materials you’ll need: 

- 1 white paper bag per unicorn project 
- Colored construction paper: White and pink or     purple  
- Large googly eyes 
- Gold sparkly felt/construction paper 
- Pink and a purple gel pen 
- Black marker 
- Scissors 
- Glue stick 
- Ruler (optional) 

 
1. Take the white paper bag which will be the body of the unicorn and use the backside as 

shown below:  
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2. Next,  fold the two corners on each side of the bag in to make the shape of the head 
as shown below: 

 

 
 

3. Next, take the whie construction paper and cut out a large oval shape which will make 
up the mouth and cut out a triangle which will make up the ear as shown below: 
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4. Next, take the black marker and draw two nostrils (nose) and a mouth on the large 
oval as shown below: 

 

 
 

5. Next, glue the mouth peice onto the bottom portion of the white paper bag as shown 
below: 
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6. Next, take the pink or purple construction paper and put the white bag on top of the 
paper the outline Unicorn Jazz’s hair as shown below:  

 
 

 
7. Next, take your scissors and cut out the hair and glue the hair onto the paper back as 
shown below:  
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8. Next, take the pink or purple gel pen and color in the hair as shown below: 
 

 
 

9. Next, glue on the ear as well as the googly eyes as shown below: 
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10. Next, take the sparkly gold felt or paper and cut out a large triangle for the Unicorn horn and 
glue it on as shown below: 
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11. Next, cut out the Unicorn Jazz tail provided for you (for thickness you can trace the tail on 
construction paper and glue them together) as shown below: 
 

 
 

12. Next, glue the tail on to Unicorn Jazz as shown 
here. OR Design your own in the shape of a musical 
note!  
 

 
 

YOU ARE READY TO PLAY WITH “UNICORN JAZZ!” 
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